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turized bi-phase IrOx/Ir catalysts
loaded on N-doped carbon nanotubes for high-
performance Li–CO2 batteries†

Yeo-Jin Rho,‡a Boran Kim,‡a Kihyun Shin, ‡b Graeme Henkelman b

and Won-Hee Ryu *a

Li–CO2 batteries are bifunctional, spontaneously storing energy and fixing environmental CO2 without

external electricity. Identifying efficient catalysts that can accelerate the reversible formation and

decomposition of the insulating carbonate products formed on the electrode remains challenging. To

overcome this limitation, we atomically dispersed IrOx/Ir bi-phase particles as single-atom catalysts

(SACs) on nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes (NCNTs) and introduced them to facilitate a reversible Li–

CO2 reaction with low overpotential and stable cycle performance for 120 cycles. The IrOx/Ir SACs were

successfully minimized to an atomic scale of 4 Å and formed unique surface oxides via dangling bonds

on the atomic Ir catalyst, enhancing the surface catalytic activities. The N sites doped on the carbon

nanotubes increased the electronic conductivity and provided favorable nucleation sites for Ir loading.

The Li–CO2 cells employing IrOx/Ir SACs loaded on NCNTs exhibited improved cell performance,

reduced polarization, lower charge transfer resistance, and higher stable cyclability compared to cells

employing larger-sized Ir particles on NCNTs. The reversible Li–CO2 reaction mechanism facilitated by

the IrOx/Ir SAC-loaded NCNT catalyst is explained through density functional theory (DFT) calculations

that demonstrated that the bond of SACs with (Li+ + e�) is strong and forms products, whereas the bond

with Li2CO
*
3 is weak and evolves products reversibly. This strategy to atomically minimize noble metal

catalysts may facilitate the realization of high-performance and economical Li–CO2 batteries to achieve

carbon-negativity targets.
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Introduction

Carbon negativity, dened as the net reduction of greenhouse
gases (e.g. CO2), has become the most important task for miti-
gating severe global warming and climate change issues.1

Considering the impracticability of a sudden prohibition of
fossil fuel utilization, alternative solutions to reduce the
evolution of CO2 have been suggested, including post-cleaning
treatment strategies such as carbon capture and storage
(CCS).2 Conventional and chemical CCS based on amine-based
absorbents have been utilized previously.3 However, the limi-
tation of current CCS technologies is that scaling them up is
energy- and cost-intensive.4 Electrochemical CCS has been
considered as an alternative strategy for capturing the evolved
CO2 and subsequently transforming it into valuable C1- or C2-
based products (e.g. formic acid, formaldehyde and carbon
monoxide) in aqueous solution reservoirs.5–7 However, this
process is non-spontaneous and its voltaic operation (Vcell ¼
�1.84 V) consumes electricity or other forms of energy that are
generally acquired from fossil fuel-based thermal power
generation.8,9

Lithium-carbon dioxide (Li–CO2) batteries, capable of
simultaneous energy storage and environmental CO2 xation,
have recently been spotlighted as promising electrochemical
CCS candidates.10–13 In non-aqueous Li–CO2 cells, CO2 reduc-
tion (4Li+ + 3CO2 + 4e� / 2Li2CO3 + C, �0.24 VSHE) occurs in
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the Li–CO2 battery employing atomically
they catalyze the Li–CO2 reaction.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
combination with the anodic counter reaction of Li (Li / Li+ +
e�, �3.04 VSHE) during spontaneous galvanic discharge.13 In
addition, Li–CO2 cells can be reversibly operated as recharge-
able batteries having a high cell voltage (�2.8 V) and theoretical
specic energy density (1876 W h kg�1).14 Therefore, realizing
Li–CO2 batteries would enable the simultaneous capture of CO2

to reduce CO2 accumulation and the generation of electricity for
energy conversion and storage.15,16 The reversible electro-
chemical reaction between Li+ and CO2 involves the formation
and decomposition of solid lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) on the
cathode. However, the slow kinetics of the decomposition of
Li2CO3 (which is an insulator), which is necessary for recharg-
ing the battery, frequently causes a large overpotential in the Li–
CO2 cell and consequently reduces the lifespan of the battery.13

To overcome this shortcoming, highly active catalysts need
to be introduced into the cathodes of Li–CO2 cells. Multiple
studies have examined the feasibility of various noble or non-
noble metal-based catalysts loaded on carbon-based
supports.17–25 Although non-noble metal-based catalysts
employ abundant and cost-effective materials, their catalytic
activity remains inferior to that of noble-metal catalysts.26–29 The
mass of precious metal catalysts loaded on electrodes needs to
be reduced without incurring a commensurate loss in catalytic
activity.30,31

An effective strategy for overcoming the inverse relationship
between the loading and activity of noble-metal catalysts is to
minimized IrOx/Ir bi-phase catalysts and themechanism throughwhich

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 19710–19721 | 19711
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downsize the catalyst size to #1 nm, and eventually to the
atomic level, resulting in single-atom catalysts (SACs). This
strategy has recently been considered in electrocatalytic studies.
SACs are certain to outperform current Li–CO2 catalysts because
of (i) minimized utilization of precious metals, (ii) maximized
surface area and the facilitation of numerous reactions on the
increased number of dangling bonds present on atomically
formed catalysts, (iii) low coordination number and the result-
ing increase in adsorption capacity for reactants on the surface,
(iv) high catalytic activity and homogeneous distribution of
catalytic active sites, and (v) increased specic capacity and
energy density of the cathode electrode resulting from the
minimization of the heavy-metal content.32–36 Although a few
sub-nanometer sized catalysts have been utilized in the cath-
odes of Li–CO2 cells, the technique for the reduction of catalyst
particle size to prepare SACs needs to be optimized by further
understanding the effects of catalyst size and loading effects on
the properties of Li–CO2 cells.18–25,37,38 While metallic substances
such as Fe, Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, and Cu for SACs have been recently
applied to Li–CO2 battery research and showed improved cell
performance, further detailed studies regarding catalyst size
effects are needed.39,40

In this study, we attempted to atomically miniaturize Ir,
which is known to be an effective CO2 evolving catalyst, on
highly conductive N-doped carbon nanotubes (NCNTs) to create
efficient cathode catalysts for Li–CO2 cells (Fig. 1). To prove the
effectiveness of IrOx/Ir SACs in Li–CO2 cells, we controlled the
particle size and loading of Ir catalysts on the NCNTs. As the size
of the Ir particles was reduced, the abundance of defects on the
particles increased, and the defects existed in the form of Ir4+

oxide at the minimum catalyst particle size. The nitrogen
groups on the CNTs functioned as articial defects, providing
strong adsorption and preferred nucleation sites for IrOx/Ir
SACs as well as increasing the electron conductivity via the
formation of unpaired electrons. The nucleation and growth
characteristics of IrOx/Ir SACs on NCNTs were elucidated in
detail using rst-principles calculations and material charac-
terization. The IrOx/Ir SAC-loaded NCNTs (s-Ir/NCNTs) was
evaluated as a cathode catalyst for Li–CO2 cells, and its elec-
trochemical performance was compared to that of a larger-sized
catalyst and higher dosages of Ir on NCNTs, denoted as m-Ir/
NCNTs and l-Ir/NCNTs, respectively. Furthermore, the binding
energies of the Ir catalytic site were evaluated to establish
a probable mechanism for the Li–CO2 reaction pathway. We
expect that the strategy of atomically miniaturizing precious
catalyst materials on cathode substrates will maximize the
activation effect and realize a signicant breakthrough in the
electrochemical performance of Li–CO2 cells while minimizing
the cost of the catalyst.

Experimental
Materials

Smw100 (SouthWest NanoTechnologies Inc., Specialty Multi-
Wall (SMW) carbon nanotubes (CNTs)), melamine (C3H6N6,
99%), and hydrogen hexachloroiridate(IV) hydrate (H2IrCl6-
$xH2O, 36.0–44.0% Ir basis) were purchased from Sigma-
19712 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 19710–19721
Aldrich (Korea). Tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether
(TEGDME, 99%), bis(triuoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt
(LiTFSI, 99.95%), poly(vinylidene uoride) (PVdF, Mw z
180 000), and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, anhydrous, 99.5%)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Korea). Residual moisture
was removed from TEGDME by immersing freshly activated
molecular sieves (4 Å) in the solvent for two weeks.

Synthesis of Ir catalysts loaded on N-doped CNTs

Ir particles loaded onto N-doped CNTs (Ir-NCNTs) were
synthesized by ltration of a dispersed precursor solution and
subsequent thermal treatment. Initially, specialty multi-wall
carbon nanotubes (SMWCNTs) and melamine were homoge-
neously mixed in a mass ratio of 1 : 1.3 using a mortar. The
mixed powder was immediately calcined in a tube furnace at
600 �C in a ow of N2 gas for 1 h at a heating rate of 10 �Cmin�1.
This completed the synthesis of the N-doped CNTs. In the
following step, 0.05 g of the as-synthesized NCNTs and 0.0165 g
H2IrCl6 were dispersed in 25 and 12.5 mL of EtOH, respectively,
and sonicated for 20 min. The dispersed NCNTs and H2IrCl6
solutions were subsequently mixed and sonicated for 30 min to
obtain s-Ir/NCNTs. Subsequently, the mixed solution was
ltered under reduced pressure and washed several times using
EtOH/DI water. The retentate was calcined in a tube furnace at
600 �C for 1 h in an Ar atmosphere at a heating rate of
10 �C min�1. As in the previous process, m-Ir/NCNT and l-Ir/
NCNT samples were synthesized using 0.05 g and 0.1 g of
H2IrCl6, respectively.

Characterization

The percentage by weight of Ir loaded on the NCNTs was
investigated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, TGA4000,
PerkinElmer) performed at a heating rate of 10 �C min�1 in
a ow of air. The surface morphologies of the catalyst samples
were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, S-
4300SE, Hitachi) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
JEM-2100F, Cs corrector, JEOL/CEOS), and their elemental
compositions were determined by energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS). The crystallinity and degree of agglomera-
tion were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Ultima IV,
Rigaku) analysis. The characterization of the bonds, including
the identication of the elements on the surface and their
oxidation numbers, was performed using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS, K-alpha, Thermo Scientic, UK).

Preparation of Li–CO2 cells

The oxygen electrode was fabricated using nitrogen-doped
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs; 90 wt%) and PVdF
(10 wt%) dissolved in NMP. The slurry was pasted onto
a B12 mm gas diffusion layer (GDL) current collector and was
dried for 4 h at 40 �C in a vacuum. The average slurry mass
loading was 0.4 mg per B 12 mm GDL. The electrolyte was
prepared by dissolving LiTFSI in TEGDME (1 M) and stirring for
24 h at room temperature. B 12 mm Li-metal foil was used as
the anode and a glass ber (Whatman GF/A microber lter
paper) was used as the separator. Coin cells containing several
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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holes were used for cycling tests, EIS, and DEMS. All the cells
were assembled in an Ar-lled glove box. The cells were purged
with CO2 (99.999%) prior to testing.
Electrochemical characterization

Charge–discharge testing of iridium loaded Li–CO2 cells was
performed using a potentiostat/galvanostat (WonATech, Co.,
Ltd., WBCS3000, Korea) at 50 mA g�1 in a range of 2.3–4.5 V
versus Li/Li+. For the cycling tests, a potentiostat/galvanostat
(WonATech, Co., Ltd., WBCS3000L, Korea) was operated at
50 mA g�1 with a limited capacity of 500 mA h g�1 in the same
voltage range as maintained in the charging–discharging tests.
Prior to the electrochemical tests, the cells were purged with
CO2 gas and the tests were performed at room temperature.
Ex situ characterization

The crystal structures and electrode surface characteristics aer
cycling were analyzed using X-ray diffraction (XRD, Ultima IV,
Rigaku), Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, and
Raman spectrometry (LabRam Aramis, Horiba Jobin Yvon). The
samples were prepared by galvanostatically discharging and
charging at 50 mA g�1 carbon. The electrode was collected aer
discharging (1st cycle) and aer charging (1st cycle). A pristine
electrode was prepared to compare each sample. The cells were
disassembled in an Ar-lled glove box aer discharging and
charging. The collected electrodes were sealed to prevent
surface-oxidation during transfer and measurement.
In situ differential electrochemical mass spectroscopy

Mass spectroscopy (Hiden Analytical, UK) was used to quantify
the amount of CO2 evolved during the electrochemical tests.
Coin cells having a hole in the case were used for the DEMS test
and inserted into a DEMS cell, enabling gas to ow in and out of
them. Each cell was connected to the DEMS analysis line, which
was comprised of a mass ow controller, a gas inlet/outlet line
for cell connection, and a mass spectrometer. Ar gas (99.999%)
supplied at 15 mL min�1 was used as the carrier. The interior of
the cell was washed using Ar to remove residual impurities,
whereaer the cell was discharged at a constant current density
of 100 mA in a voltage range of 2.0–4.5 V.
Computational details

Generalized gradient approximation (GGA)-level spin-polarized
density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed
with the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) using
a plane-wave basis set with a cut-off energy of 400 eV. The
revised Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (RPBE) functional was used to
describe the electron exchange and correlation.41–43 The van der
Waals interaction was considered by employing the DFT-D3
dispersion correction developed by Grimme.44,45 The Brillouin
zone was sampled at 4 � 4 � 1 using the Monkhorst–Pack
scheme. The convergence criteria for the electronic and
geometric optimizations were set at 10�5 eV and 10�2 eV Å�1,
respectively.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
In this study, we prepared four Ir systems with different
particle sizes, supported on NCNTs, and the surface slab
model. The smallest particle size was exhibited by the IrO2

single-atom catalyst (SAC) surrounded by four N atoms on the
graphene layer. The Ir6 and Ir12 NPs supported on the NCNTs
had a (111) surface motif to form close-packed NPs and
minimize the surface energy to obtain a stable NP structure.
We also constructed a simple Ir (111) slab model having four
atomic layers to compare the catalytic activities. All the
systems had a 20 Å vacuum gap in the z-direction; the two
bottom-most Ir atomic layers of the Ir (111) surface were xed
in their bulk positions.

To calculate the rates of the CO2 reduction and evolution
reactions (CRR and CER, or discharging and charging, respec-
tively) occurring in a Li–CO2 battery, the following reaction
steps and adsorbates were considered.46–49

DG1 ¼ * þ CO2ðgÞ / CO*
2 (1)

DG2 ¼ CO2ðgÞ þ CO*
2/C2O

*
4 (2)

DG3 ¼ CO*
2 þ ðLiþ þ e�Þ /LiCO*

2 (3)

DG4 ¼ * þ ðLiþ þ e�Þ/Li* (4)

DG5 ¼ Li*þ CO2ðgÞ/LiCO*
2 (5)

DG6 ¼ * þ CO2ðgÞ þ ðLiþ þ e�Þ/LiCO*
2 (6)

DG7 ¼ LiCO*
2 þ CO2ðgÞ/LiC2O

*
4 (7)

DG8 ¼ C2O
*
4 þ ðLiþ þ e�Þ/LiC2O

*
4 (8)

DG9 ¼ LiCO*
2 þ ðLiþ þ e�Þ/Li2CO

*
2 (9)

DG10 ¼ Li2CO
*
2 þ CO2ðgÞ/Li2C2O

*
4 (10)

DG11 ¼ LiCO*
2 þ CO2ðgÞ þ ðLiþ þ e�Þ/Li2C2O

*
4 (11)

DG12 ¼ LiC2O
*
4 þ ðLiþ þ e�Þ/Li2C2O

*
4 (12)

DG13 ¼ Li2C2O
*
4 þ LiCO*

2 þ ðLiþ þ e�Þ/2ðLi2CO3Þ*þ C*

(13)

DG14 ¼ Li2C2O
*
4 þ Li2CO

*
2/2ðLi2CO3Þ*þ C* (14)

The discharging (UDC) and charging (UC) potentials were
calculated from the reaction energy diagram drawn using the
following equation.50,51

DG(U) ¼ DE + DZPE � TDS + neU (15)

where DE is the reaction energy obtained from the DFT calcu-
lations, DZPE is the zero-point energy correction, DS is the
change in entropy, and U is the applied potential. The chemical
potential of the lithium cation and electron pair (Li+ + e�) at
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 19710–19721 | 19713
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standard temperature and pressure (STP) was calculated to be
m0Li(s) � eU by assuming equilibrium at the electrode potential of
lithium (0 V vs. Li/Li+).52–54 We calculated the equilibrium
potential of the CRR and CER based on the aforementioned
assumption to be 2.695 V (vs. Li/Li+), and it was experimentally
determined to be 2.8 V (vs. Li/Li+).13 A discrepancy of approxi-
mately 0.1 V remains between the experimental and simulated
results, which is considered to be negligible, because the critical
parameter determining the performance of Li–CO2 batteries is
the potential gap between the discharging and charging
reactions.
Fig. 2 Morphological characterization of NCNTs (a, e, i andm); s-Ir/NCN
(a–h) TEM images, (i–l) SAED patterns, (m–p) STEM images and (insets o
relatively uniform Ir particle distribution of each sample.

19714 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 19710–19721
Results and discussion

The morphological characteristics of atomically minimized Ir
particles loaded on NCNTs were investigated by TEM, and the
resulting micrographs are shown in Fig. 2a–h. The NCNTs had
multiple walls and an average diameter of 17.3 nm (Fig. 2a).
Although the NCNTs and Ir-loaded NCNTs appeared to be
morphologically similar in the low-magnication SEM images,
the Ir particles were observed to be decorated as circular shapes
on the surfaces of the NCNTs (Fig. 1 and S1†). To conrm the
differences between the Ir particles in s-, m-, and l-Ir/NCNTs,
Ts (b, f, j and n); m-Ir/NCNTs (c, g, k and o) and l-Ir/NCNTs (d, h, l and p):
f n–p) EDS elemental maps. The insets of Fig. 2b–d demonstrate the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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the particle size distributions (calculated using digital microg-
raphy soware) were plotted and shown in the insets of Fig. 2b–
d. The observable size distribution of Ir particles was 0.1–1.4,
0.7–3.8, and 0.9–5.5 nm for s-Ir/NCNTs, m-Ir/NCNTs, and l-Ir/
NCNTs, with averages of 0.42, 1.75 and 2.69 nm, respectively.
The plots of cumulative percentage are roughly single-stair-
shaped for all Ir/NCNT samples, which indicates relatively
uniform distributions of Ir particles in each sample (insets of
Fig. 2b–d). In particular, the slope of the cumulative percentage
plot for s-Ir/NCNTs appeared to be steeper than those for m- and
l-Ir/NCNTs, indicating that smaller Ir particles were uniformly
loaded on the NCNTs (Fig. S2†). Furthermore, the modes of the
particle size distribution for s-, m-, and l-Ir/NCNTs were 0.3, 1.3,
and 2 nm, exhibiting fractions of 23.44, 15.63, and 13.11%,
respectively. This observation further proves that the atomically
minimized Ir particles have a more consistent particle size
distribution. The amount of atomically minimized Ir particles
loaded on the NCNTs was quantitatively evaluated by ther-
mogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Fig. S3†). To investigate the
thermal decomposition behavior of the Ir catalyst-loaded
NCNTs, the samples were calcined in a temperature range of
30–800 �C at a heating rate of 10 �C min�1 in air.

Signicant weight losses occurred between 400 and 600 �C
for all samples, corresponding to the decomposition of carbon
nanotubes into CO2 via reaction with O2. The residual weight
percentages at 800 �C were 3.2, 8.8 and 16.7% for s-, m-, and l-Ir/
NCNTs, respectively, indicating that the mass of residual Ir
species was reduced because the size of the Ir particles was
effectively controlled by altering the amount and concentration
of the Ir precursor.

Enlarged images of the lattice fringes of the NCNTs and Ir/
NCNT materials are presented in Fig. 2e–h for a closer exami-
nation of the crystalline and morphological features. The (002)
plane of the CNT walls corresponding to 3.4 �A (annotated in
yellow) was observed for all the samples, and the (111) planes of
the Ir phase corresponding to 2.2 Å (annotated in blue) were
observed for all Ir/NCNTs. The (200) plane of the Ir phase cor-
responding to 1.9 �A (orange) was additionally detected in l-Ir/
NCNTs, and is attributed to further crystallization and particle
growth of the Ir catalysts.

The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were
also assigned to the C and Ir planes as shown in Fig. 2i–l. The
(002), (100), and (004) planes of the carbon components were
observed in the form of typical polycrystalline ring patterns for
all samples. Following the anchoring of the Ir catalysts, single
crystalline spot patterns attributed to the Ir (111) plane were
exhibited by both m-and l-Ir/NCNTs, which agrees closely with
the reference data (JCPDS 046-1044).55

High-angle annular dark-eld scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images were captured to
specically identify the IrOx/Ir SACs and nanoparticles (NPs) as
bright circles in Fig. 2n–p. Agglomerated Ir NPs were more
common in l-Ir/NCNTs than in s- and m-Ir/NCNTs. In contrast,
the Ir particles indicated by the empty circles in Fig. 2n are
uniformly distributed with small dots, indicating a uniform
atomic distribution of the Ir catalysts instead of nanoscale
particles. The STEM and EDS mapping images (Fig. S4a–c†) of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
the NCNT materials conrmed the existence of N dopants in
CNTs, which provide nucleation sites for Ir and enhance the
electron-conductivity. While Ir particles were distributed in
a manner closely resembling that in SACs with few agglomer-
ated nanoparticles in the s-Ir/NCNTs, the Ir particles inm- and l-
Ir/NCNTs were further aggregated (Fig. S4d–f†).

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) experiments were conducted to investigate the crystalline
and surface structures of the Ir/NCNTmaterials having different
mean sizes of Ir particles (Fig. 3). The XRD patterns are shown
in Fig. 3a. The patterns of all the samples exhibited typical
peaks at 26� and 43�, corresponding to the C (002) and C (100)
planes (JCPDS card no. 15-0870), respectively.26 The peak of Ir
(111) at 41� gradually increased with increasing Ir content for m-
Ir/NCNTs and l-Ir/NCNTs. In the case of l-Ir/NCNTs, the peak for
Ir (111) became dominant instead of that of C (002), and addi-
tional peaks attributable to Ir (200) and Ir (220) appeared at 47�

and 69�, respectively, because of the formation of signicant
numbers of aggregated Ir metal nanoparticles.55 There was no
signicant difference between NCNTs and s-Ir/NCNTs,
demonstrating that the Ir catalysts were atomically dispersed
on NCNTs for s-Ir/NCNTs without signicant particle segrega-
tion and crystallization.

The XPS results were used to identify the existence of each
atomic element (C, N, and Ir) and its chemical state in the Ir/
NCNTmaterials. The C 1s, N 1s, and Ir 4f XPS spectra are shown
in Fig. 3b–d. In the C 1s spectra, peaks attributed to C–C, C–N,
C–O, C]O, and C–H bonds appeared for all samples at 284.8,
285.7, 286.6, 288, and 283.93 eV, respectively (Fig. 3b).56–59 This
result indicates that the structure of the NCNT scaffolds is
consistent among the samples without any contamination or
structural change caused by the Ir-loading process. The C–N
and C–N+ peaks at 399.5 and 401.5 eV in the N 1s spectra imply
that the N-doping of the CNTs was successful for all the samples
(Fig. 3c).60 Nitrogen doped into CNTs improves the electronic
conductivity of the carbonaceous material owing to the gener-
ation of unpaired electrons.61–64 In this study, the N sites also
provided energetically preferable nucleation sites to stably load
IrOx/Ir SACs onto the CNT backbone. The existence and struc-
tural information of IrOx/Ir SACs on NCNTs were conrmed by
examining the Ir 4f spectra (Fig. 3d). The Ir4+/Ir0 ratio was also
monitored to conrm the formation of the IrO2 phase on IrOx/Ir
SACs, which is associated with the coordination of oxygen with
the dangling bonds of atomically distributed Ir catalysts having
low coordination numbers. The peaks at 63.8 and 60.8 eV are
associated with Ir 4f5/2 and Ir 4f7/2 of the metallic Ir0 phase,
respectively. In contrast, the peaks at 65 and 62 eV correspond
to Ir 4f5/2 and Ir 4f7/2 of the Ir4+ phase (IrO2), respectively.65–67

The relative intensities of the Ir0 peaks to the Ir4+ peaks, indi-
cating the binding energy of the Ir particles, are shown and
summarized in Table S1† and Fig. 3d. The height ratios of Ir4+

peaks to Ir0 peaks were 51.9, 37.7 and 26.2% while the area
ratios were 71.9, 54.2 and 25% for s-, m-, and l-Ir/NCNTs,
respectively. While the metallic phase related to the Ir0 peaks
was dominant for all samples, the percentage of Ir4+ (which is
associated with the IrO2 phase) exhibited an increasing
tendency with the decreasing Ir content on the NCNTs (l-Ir/
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 19710–19721 | 19715
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Fig. 3 Structural and chemical characterization of NCNTs and s-, m- and l-Ir/NCNTs: (a) XRD patterns; (b) C 1s, (c) N 1s, and (d) Ir 4f XPS spectra.
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NCNTs / s-Ir/NCNTs). This distinct tendency veries that the
dangling bonds on the Ir surface readily adsorb oxygen species
to reduce and stabilize the surface energy. The coordination
number of Ir was the lowest in the case of s-Ir/NCNTs, implying
that further defects were formed in the IrOx/Ir bi-phase. The low
coordination number and surface oxygen density of IrOx/Ir SACs
allow facile adsorption of Li+ and CO2 reactants, and conse-
quently, improve the catalytic activity for the Li–CO2 reaction.36.
Fig. 4 Illustrations of structures representing the s-, m, and l-Ir particles
sized particles, (c) Ir12 NP for large NPs, and (d) Ir (111) surface for compari
NCNTs.

19716 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 19710–19721
To further validate the size effect of the Ir catalyst in Li–CO2

cells, we simulated four different systems, including s-, m-, and
l-Ir/NCNTs, and one slab model for this simulation study. For
the s-Ir/NCNT system, we fabricated a typical IrN4 SAC on the
graphene layer,68–70 and placed two O atoms at the Ir atom to
represent the IrO2 SAC, as conrmed by the XPS results for high
ratios of Ir4+/Ir0 (Fig. 4a). For the m-Ir NPs system, we created
larger numbers of C-vacancies terminated by eight N atoms
on the NCNT: (a) IrO2 SAC for small particles, (b) Ir6 NP for medium-
son. Relative binding energies of (e) Ir atom, (f) Ir6, and (g) Ir12 NP on the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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than for the IrO2 SAC (Fig. S5a and b†), and we placed the Ir6 NP
exactly above the vacancies (Fig. 4b). For the l-Ir NP system, Ir12
NPs were supported on the NCNTs, similarly to m-Ir NPs
(Fig. 4c). When we created the m- and l-Ir NPs on the NCNTs, we
attempted to minimize the surface energy by arranging Ir atoms
solely with the (111) surface motif. Finally, we constructed
a simple Ir (111) surface slab model for comparison (Fig. 4d).

We introduced N doping into the CNT backbones to facilitate
the adsorption and nucleation of the Ir catalysts. Aer
preparing the Ir particle systems, we compared the relative
stability of Ir particles on different binding sites on N or C
atoms. Initially, we calculated the binding energies of Ir parti-
cles (eV/Ir atom) above the N atom and assumed them to be the
baselines (0 eV/Ir atom). Similarly, we calculated the binding
energies of Ir particles on the C atom, and the results are pre-
sented in Fig. 4e–g. The s-, m-, and l-Ir particles on the C atom
exhibited positive (i.e., unstable) binding energies of 6.842,
2.315, and 0.413 eV/Ir atom, respectively. In other words, Ir
atoms or NPs were anchored near the N atoms. Therefore, we
created rational s-, m-, and l-Ir particle models on the NCNTs
and found that all the Ir particles were favorably positioned near
the N atoms.
Fig. 5 Electrochemical cell data of NCNTs and s-, m- and l-Ir/NCNTs: (a
Ir/NCNTs loaded electrodes measure at 50 mA gcarbon

�1 with a limited c
15th cycle. (e) Voltage gap graphs calculated during the discharge and cha
profiles of the s-, m- and l-Ir/NCNT-containing electrode after 10 cycl
charging in cells with s-, m- and l-Ir/NCNTs.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
To verify the catalytic efficiency of IrOx/Ir bi-phase SACs, we
performed electrochemical tests using Li–CO2 cells employing
Ir-loaded NCNTs having different catalyst sizes (Fig. 5). The
discharge/charge proles of the Li–CO2 cells containing Ir
catalysts of different particle size ranges are illustrated in
Fig. 5a–c. The magnitude of the catalytic effect depended
strongly on the size of the catalyst particles. The l-Ir/NCNTs
having the largest Ir particles exhibited more polarized
discharge/charge proles than the s-Ir/NCNT and m-Ir/NCNT
catalysts, and the overpotential of the charge/discharge
proles increased as cycling continued. l-Ir/NCNTs deterio-
rated rapidly aer 20 cycles and exhibited an unstable tendency
in the CER region as the charge voltage approached the upper
limit of the voltage window (4.5 V) before the charge reaction
was completed. In the discharge region, the voltage plateau
gradually decreased between the 15th and 20th cycles, where-
aer it decreased rapidly to the lower limit of the voltage
window (2.35 V). In contrast, the s-Ir/NCNTs and m-Ir/NCNTs
exhibited signicantly lower CER overpotentials of 3.3 V and
3.4 V, respectively, aer the 20th cycle. The performance of the
Li–CO2 cell employing m-Ir/NCNTs decreased slightly until 80
cycles in the discharge region. In contrast, the loss in
–c) cycling performance of Li–CO2 cells fabricated using s-, m-, and l-
apacity of 500 mA h gcarbon

�1. (d) Discharge/charge curves during the
rge reactions for Li–CO2 cells at 250mA h g�1 during each cycle. (f) EIS
es. (g–i) in situ DEMS results of the gas evolution rate for CO2 during

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 19710–19721 | 19717
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performance was negligible for the cell employing s-Ir/NCNTs
even until the 120th cycle. In summary, the catalytic effect of
s-Ir/NCNTs was superior to that of m-Ir/NCNTs and l-Ir/NCNTs.
This suggests that the smaller the particle size on the atomic
scale, the higher the catalytic activity and the greater the
cyclability of the Li–CO2 reaction. As shown in Fig. 3d and Table
S1,† the fraction of Ir4+ (corresponding to IrO2) is relatively high
and more dangling bonds are observed in s-Ir NCNTs, and the
ionic conductivity and catalytic adsorption behavior with Li+

and CO2 as the reactants are superior to those of Ir
0. The charge/

discharge prole of the 15th cycle is presented for further
inspection of the electrochemical characteristics of the as-
fabricated Li–CO2 batteries loaded with Ir particles of
different sizes (Fig. 5d). In all cases where the Ir catalyst was
loaded, signicantly higher catalytic effects were observed in
the CO2 reduction reaction (CRR) and CO2 evolution reaction
(CER) regions than for the pristine NCNT reference lacking the
Ir catalyst, which veries the catalytic effect of the Ir compo-
nents (Fig. 5d and S6†). The s-Ir/NCNT-loaded Li–CO2 cell
exhibited excellent performance with the lowest overpotential
among all the cells.

Fig. 5e shows the voltage gaps of Ir catalysts of different
particle sizes collected and calculated in the middle of the
discharge and charge reactions (at 250 mA h g�1) of each cycle.
The Li–CO2 cells employing smaller-sized Ir particles exhibited
lower voltage gaps in the discharge/charge curves than the
pristine Li–CO2 cells lacking a catalyst. Although l-Ir/NCNTs
exhibit a catalytic effect during the initial cycles, the voltage
gap increases gradually aer the 10th cycle, until eventually, its
value is higher than that of the pristine and catalyst-containing
cells. The voltage gap of the Li–CO2 cell employing m-Ir/NCNTs
remained below 1.6 V through 40 cycles. However, the Li–CO2

cells employing IrOx/Ir SACs loaded on NCNT supports (s-Ir/
NCNTs) outperformed the cells employing larger catalysts,
exhibiting a signicantly lower voltage gap of 1.07 V in the 30th
cycle. Interestingly, while the voltage gap of s-Ir/NCNTs was
similar to that of m-Ir/NCNTs until 10 cycles, the overpotential
of the s-Ir/NCNT-containing cells suddenly decreased from 1.5 V
to 1 V. This impressive phenomenon, caused by a sudden
activation (and corresponding enhancement in catalytic
activity) at the end of a few cycles, demonstrated the superior
catalytic performance and effective function of SACs, even when
synthesized using small amounts of noble metal catalysts.

The accumulation of insulating discharge products such as
Li2CO3 on the cathode surface increases the surface resis-
tance.71 The existence of IrOx/Ir SACs on the electrode surface
can relieve the resistance and facilitate charge transfer at the
electrochemical interface.

To measure the surface resistance of Li–CO2 cells employing
different Ir catalysts, we present the electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) proles recorded aer 10 cycles (Fig. 5f). The
diameter of the semicircle in the Nyquist plot at high frequen-
cies corresponds to the magnitude of the charge-transfer
resistance at the electrode/electrolyte surface.72 The s-Ir/NCNT
catalysts (�150 U) exhibited a signicantly lower charge trans-
fer resistance than the m-Ir/NCNT (�400 U) and l-Ir/NCNT
(�650 U) catalysts. The charge-transfer resistance of s-Ir/
19718 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 19710–19721
NCNTs was one-fourth that of l-Ir/NCNTs. These results veri-
ed that the reversible formation and decomposition of Li2CO3

products were successfully facilitated by the atomically
distributed IrOx/Ir biphase catalysts.

To conrm the enhanced reversibility of the Li–CO2 cell
employing the atomically distributed IrOx/Ir bi-phase catalysts,
in situ differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS)
was conducted by monitoring the CO2 evolution rates of cells
employing Ir catalysts of differing particle sizes (Fig. 5g–i and
S7†). Considering the Li2CO3 decomposition reaction (2Li2CO3

+ C / 4Li+ + 3CO2 + 4e�), CO2 gas should be detected during
recharge.13 The evolution rate of CO2 using s-Ir/NCNTs (0.5
nmol s�1) at the end of charging owing to the reversible
decomposition of Li2CO3 products was higher than that using
m-Ir/NCNTs (0.45 nmol s�1) and l-Ir/NCNTs (0.4 nmol s�1). This
indicates that the reverse-decomposition of Li2CO3 can be
facilitated by introducing atomically sized catalysts instead of
larger particles. The enhanced reversibility of the Li–CO2 reac-
tion assisted by IrOx/Ir SACs was conrmed through ex situ
electrode surface analysis (Fig. S8†). The XRD patterns con-
tained dominant peaks associated with the crystalline Li2CO3

phase on the discharged electrode, and the peaks reversibly
disappeared as the electrode was recharged. To further examine
the chemical structure of the discharge products, we conducted
Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy of the electrode
aer charging and discharging, respectively.73 Peaks near
1420 cm�1 related to Li2CO3 were observed following discharge
and disappeared following recharge, which is consistent with
the XRD results. Similar results can also be conrmed from the
Raman spectra regarding the reversible formation and decom-
position of Li2CO3 (1100 cm�1) during discharging and
charging.

To elucidate the experimental ndings regarding the CRR
(discharge) and CER (charge) reaction activities, DFT calcula-
tions were performed to determine the operating potential
based on the reaction energy diagram. We initially explored all
nine possible intermediates for both the CRR and CER: Li*,
CO*

2; C2O*
4; LiCO

*
2; Li2CO

*
2; LiC2O*

4; Li2C2O*
4; Li2CO

*
3; and C*,

and 14 different reaction energy steps, represented in eqn (1)–
(14) and Fig. S9.† In the case of the CRR, according to the Gibbs
free energy changes in Table S2†, irrespective of the system, the
binding of CO2 (g) (DG1) or making C2O*

4 (DG2) as an initial
reaction step was more unstable than the binding of (Li+ + e�)
(DG4) or the direct conversion to LiCO*

2 from (Li+ + e�) and CO2

(g) (DG6). Among the three possible intermediates, LiC2O*
4

(DG7), Li2C2O*
4 (DG11), and Li2CO*

2 (DG9) from LiCO*
2; Li2CO*

2

(DG9), and Li2C2O*
4 (DG11) could occur naturally (DG < 0).

However, the conversion from Li2CO2 to Li2C2O4 (DG10) is an
endothermic reaction (DG > 0), indicating that LiCO2 would
preferably convert to Li2C2O*

4 (DG11) through the Langmuir–
Hinshelwood mechanism.74 Similarly, we checked all the
possible reaction pathways and concluded that the most
feasible path would be DG4 / DG5 / DG11 / DG4 / DG5 /

DG13 (see the red arrow in Fig. S9†), which was also used to
calculate the charging (UC) and discharging (UDC) potentials of
the Li–CO2 battery (Fig. 6). When we calculated the operating
potential, we separated the reaction steps into involved and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 6 Reaction energy diagram of charging and discharging for the Li–CO2 battery on (a) s-Ir/NCNT, (b) m-Ir/NCNT, (c) l-Ir/NCNT, and (d) Ir
(111) surfaces.
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uninvolved (Li+ + e�) pairs because if the reaction step does not
include the (Li+ + e�) pair, the Gibbs free energy cannot be
controlled by the applied potential. Among the four indepen-
dent reaction steps (DG4, DG5, DG11, and DG13), DG5 was the
only step lacking the (Li+ + e�) pair. The energy differences were
negative (�0.498 eV for m-Ir and �0.085 eV for l-Ir) or positive
but of small magnitude (0.094 eV for s-Ir and 0.379 eV for Ir
(111)) and could be readily overcome at room temperature. We
found that both the binding of (Li+ + e�) (DG4) and the
conversion from LiCO*

2 to Li2C2O*
4 (DG11) were potential

limiting steps; therefore, stronger Li* and Li2C2O*
4 binding and

weaker LiCO*
2 binding (Fig. S10†) would be required to increase

the catalytic activity. However, there is usually a binding energy
scaling relation between adsorbates sharing the same elements,
and it might be difficult to control the binding energy inde-
pendently.75,76 Therefore, identifying materials capable of
strongly binding (Li+ + e�) would be an easy way of exploring the
periodic table, and the relationship between the Li* binding
energy and the catalytic activity of the CRR can be determined.

Similarly, we analyzed the CER mechanism, which was
almost identical to the CRR mechanism, except for the opposite
sign of the Gibbs free energy. We ipped the signs of all the
Gibbs free energy diagrams in Table S2† because we had to
consider the reverse reaction (or charging, CER). Nevertheless,
the most feasible reaction pathway was identical to that of the
CER. Among the four reaction steps (�DG4, �DG5, �DG11, and
�DG13), we considered only three steps (�DG4, �DG11, and
�DG13) to calculate the discharging potential. Unlike in the case
of the CRR, we found that there were large energy differences in
the initial step of evolution from 2(Li2CO3)* + C* (�DG13),
specically, 3.400 eV for s-Ir, 4.014 eV for m-Ir, 6.173 eV for l-Ir,
and 6.469 eV for Ir (111). The red discharging plot in Fig. 6
shows an abrupt energy drop in the nal step, which involves
the generation of a stable discharge product ðLi2CO*

3Þ. This
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
stable and strong binding energy of Li2CO3 inhibits the chem-
ical reaction and increases the overpotential. As shown in
Fig. 6c and d, Li2CO3 preferentially binds to the surface in
parallel, increasing the binding area and stability. In contrast,
the smaller-sized Ir catalysts loaded on the NCNTs lacked
sufficient space to bind properly, which led to a weak binding
energy (Fig. S10†). Although the IrOx/Ir SAC can be strongly
bound to Li(s), it provides limited reaction sites to weaken
Li2CO3 binding due to atomic minimization of the Ir catalysts.
Based on the experimental and calculation results, we explored
all possible intermediates and pathways to compare the Li–CO2

performance of the Ir/NCNT systems containing Ir particles of
different sizes. We found that the strong binding of (Li+ + e�)
and weak binding of Li2CO*

3 could be crucial for ensuring
excellent catalytic performance of the CRR and CER in Li–CO2

cells. From these studies, we concluded that the IrOx/Ir SAC
(1.53 V) had the highest (or smallest) potential gap activity,
followed by the m- (4.01 V) and l-Ir NPs (6.17 V).
Conclusions

In this study, we introduced an effective strategy to facilitate the
Li–CO2 cell reaction by atomically minimizing IrOx/Ir bi-phase
catalysts uniformly dispersed on NCNT electrodes. We
successfully downsized the observable mean catalyst size from
2.69 to 0.42 nm by adjusting the amount of Ir precursors added.
In addition to the improved electronic conductivity of N-doped
CNTs, N sites doped into CNTs were conrmed to offer stable
binding energies, thereby becoming the preferred nucleation
sites for Ir catalysts, facilitating ne nucleation instead of
particle growth. IrOx/Ir SACs denoted as s-Ir/NCNTs exhibited
a low-intensity Ir peak in their XRD patterns, indicating that
a negligible amount of Ir was formed. IrOx/Ir SACs also
exhibited a high IrOx fraction owing to the presence of dangling
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 19710–19721 | 19719
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bonds on the Ir surface with a low coordination number,
thereby improving the surface catalytic activities. The electro-
chemical performance of Li–CO2 cells employing s-Ir/NCNT
catalysts was superior to those employing larger sizes and
higher loadings of Ir catalysts (m-Ir/NCNTs and l-Ir/NCNTs) as
well as pristine NCNTs. The s-Ir/NCNTs exhibited the lowest
overpotential of 1.07 V aer 30 cycles and stably maintained the
low overpotential value even until the 120th cycle, compared to
the other samples, which exhibited high overpotentials in
a range of 1.5–2 V. We also observed reduced charge transfer
resistance at the electrochemical interface as the Ir particle size
decreased to a single-atom unit. The reversible formation and
decomposition of discharge products were conrmed by in situ
DEMS characterization of the cells, and s-Ir/NCNTs achieved
a higher rate of CO2 evolution as a result of the reversible
decomposition of Li2CO3 products. To prove the reaction
mechanism and exceptional Li–CO2 performance of IrOx/Ir SAC
loaded NCNTs, possible intermediates and reaction pathways
were investigated by theoretical calculations. We found that the
strong binding of (Li+ + e�) and weak binding of Li2CO*

3 could
be crucial for maximizing the activity of the catalyst for the
reversible Li–CO2 reaction, and that s-Ir/NCNTs, containing
atomic-scale catalysts, can satisfy this requirement and exhibit
the lowest overpotential value based on calculations.
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